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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

16 CFR Parts 801, 802 and 803

Premerger Notification; Reporting and
Waiting Period Requirements

AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission.
AC11OH: Notice of proposed rulemaking.

SUMMARY: These proposed rules would
amend the premerger notification rules
that require the parties to certain
mergers or acquisitions to file reports
with the Federal Trade Commission and
the Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Antitrust Division of the
Department of Justice. and to waiJ a
specified period of time before
consummating such transactions. The
reporting and waiting period
requirements are intended to enable
these enforcement agencies to determine'

.whether a proposed merger or
acquisition might violate the antitrust
laws if consummated and. when
appropriate. to seek a preliminary
injunction in federal court to prevent
consummation. During the eight years
the rules have been in effect. the Federal
Trade Commission. with the
concurrence of the Assistant Attorney
General for Antitrust. has amended the
premerger notification rules several
times in order to improve the program's
effectiveness and to lessen the burden
of complying with the rules. These
proposed revisions are intended to .
improve the program's effectiveness by
amending the definition of the term
"control" as it applies to partnerships
and other entities that do not have
outstanding voting securities.
DATE: Comments must be received on or
before April 6. 1987.
ADDRESSES: Written comments should
be submitted to both (1) the Secretary.
Federal Trade Commission. Room 136.
Washington. DC 20580. and (2) the
Assistant Attorney General•.Antitrust
Division. Department of Justice. Room
3214. Washington. DC 20530.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Kenneth M. Davidson. Attorney.
Evaluation Office. Bureau of
Competition. Room 394. Federal Trade
Commission. Washington. DC 20580.
Telephone: (202) 326-3300.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Regulatory Flexibility Act

The proposed amendments to the
Hart-Scott-Rodino premerger
notification rules are designed to
improve the effectiveness of the
premerger notification program. They
alter the approach to rulemaking
proposed on September 24. 1985 (SO FR

38742. see Proposal 1) by narrowing the
types of transactions that would have
been made reportable by the previously
proposed rules. The Commission has
determined that none of the proposed
rules is a major rule. as that term is
defined in Executive Order 12291. The
proposed rules will not result in: An
annual effect on the economy of $100
million or more; a major increase in
costs or prices for consumers. individual
industries. Federal. State. or local
government agencies. or geographic
regions; or significant 'adverse effects on
competition. employment. investment.
productivity. innovation or the ability of
United States-based enterprises to
compete with foreign-based enterprises

I in the domestic market. None of the
amendments would expand the
coverage of the premerger notification
rules in a way that would affect small
business. Therefore. pursuant to setrtion
605(b) of the Administrative Procedure
Act. 5 U.S.C. 605(b). as added by the
Regulatory Flexibility Act. Pub. L. 96
354 (September 19. 1980). the Federal
Trade Commission certifies that these
rules will not have a significant
economic impact on a substantial

· number of small entities. Section 603 of
the Administrative Procedure Act. 5
U.S.C. 603. requiring a final regulatory
flexibility analysis of some rules. is
therefore inapplicable;

Paperwork Reduction Act

The Hart-Scott-Rodino Premerger
Notification rules and report form .
contain information collection
requirements as defined by the
Paperwork Reduction Act. 44 U.S.C. :
3501 et seq. These requirements have
been reviewed and approved by the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB
Control No. 3084-0005). Because the
proposed amendments would affect the
information collection requirements .of
the premerger notification program. the

- proposed amendments have been .
submitted to OMB for review under·
section 3504(h) of the Paperwork
Reduction Act. Comments on that
submission may be directed to the

· Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs. Office of Management and .
Budget. Washington. DC 20503. .'

· Attention: Don Arbuckle. Desk Officer
for the Federal Trade Commission.

Background
Section 7A of the Clayton Act ("the

act"). 15 U.S.C. 18a. as added by
sections 201 and 202 of the Hart-Scott
Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act :of
1976. requires persons contemplating
certain acquisitions of assets or voting
securities to give advance notlce to .the
Federal Trade Commission (hereafter

referred to as "the Commission") and
the Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Antitrust Division of the
Department of Justice (hereafter referred.
to as "the Assistant Attorney General").
and to wait certain designated periods
before the consummation of such
acquisitions. The transactions to which
the advance notice requirement is
applicable and the length of the waiting
period required are set out respectively
in subsections (a) and (b) of section 7A.
This amendment to the Clayton Act
does not change the standards used in
determining the legality of mergers and ,
acquisitions under the antitrust laws.

The legislative history suggests
several purposes underlying the act.
Congress wanted to assure that large
acquisitions were subjected to
meaningful scrutiny under the antitrust
laws prior to consummation. To this
end. Congress clearly intended to
eliminate the large "midnight merger."
which is negotiated in secret and
announced just before. or sometimes
only after. the closing takes place.
Congress also provided an opportunity
for the Commission or the Assistant .

. Attorney General (who are sometimes
.hereafter referred to collectively as the
"antitrust agencies" or the "enforcement
agencies") to seek a court order '
enjoining the completion of those
transactions that the agencies deem to
present significant antitrust pro~lems.
Finally. Congress sought to facilitate an
effective remedy when a challenge by
one of the enforcement agencies proved
successful. Thus. the act requires that.
the antitrust agencies recei.ve prior
notification of significant acquisitions.
provi~es certain tools to facilitate a
prompt. thorough investigation of the
co~petitive implications oflhese .
acquisitions. and assures the
enforcement agencies an opportunity to

. seek a preliminary injunction befo~e t~e

: parties to an acquisition are legally free
to consumm~te it. reducing the problem

· of unscrambling the assets after the .
transaction has taken place.

Subsection 7A(d)(l) of the act. 15
· U.S.C. 18a(d)(1); directs the Commission.

with the concurrence of the Assistant
Attol'l'1ey General. in accordance with 5
U.S.C. 553. to require that the
notification be in such form and contain
such information and documentary
material as may be necessary and'
appropriate to determine whether the
propo.sed transaction may. if .
consummated. violate the antitrust laws.

. Subsection 7A(d)(21Qfthe act! 15 U.~.C.
18a(d)(2). grants the Commission. with
the concurrence of the Assistant .'

· Attqrney General. in accordance ~ith5
U.S:C. 553. the authority (A) to defme .
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durable goods;, and some: typeS! 01 r.ea~

estate (Proposal 5); and. the proposal to
increase thee "conmolled i'ssuet'"
threshold that would' have expanded the
exemption for' tranlJaetions v.al'ued at $15,
million or lesS' in §: 802:20(1':»1 and! fOll
certain foreign transactions described in
§ 802.50'and § 802'.51 (Proposal'6t. Final'
rules, whie:h> adapted: SODle' or the'
suggestions Ileceived from public
comments, were publislied tIlis d8ty in
the Federal Register and witr become
effective on April 10, 1987~ These
changes included furthell revisions to. the
Notification and Report,Form.

The current sei of'proposals to change.
the premel'g/!r notification JrUles grows
out of the comments to· Pi:oposah ofthe
September 24., 1985. Federal Register
notice. the proposed "acq~si'tion

vehicle" rules. The' underreporting,
problem tllat tile "acquisition vellic1'e"
approach was designed to solve is
extensively discussed in that notice: of'
proposed rufemaking.1t explains botll
how in some circumstances an.
acquisition made by a parmerlihip is not
subject to the repollfing. and waiting.
obligations 'of the· act, and how ~.

simHar circumstances an acq~ition

made by a newly formed corporation
that has no controlling, owner is. not
subj'ect to the. obligations of'the act. The
proposed rules would have req!ili'ed:
'botli types of transactions to be
reported.

The proposed "acquisition vehicle."
· 'rules received the second largest

number ofpublie commentli. They were
discussed by comments 2.4, .", 15, 16,18,.
and 19. While the comments differed on
numerous points" and not all were:
critical, three significantpointlfemerged;
First, if is likely ilie proposed: rules
would generate a large number of
notification' filings; second'. tlie' rules

. might be subject to' evasion by relatively
,simpleexpedients; and' finaUy, there- are
less inclusive' approaches that could .
accomplish tile' primary objective' of the
"acquisition'veblcle" proposal.

Because of the importance' oftIlese
issues· fOJ tne effeetiveness of tile
premerger program. tne (;(jmmission has,
reconsidered its proposat and: developed:
a new.approach that applies only to
partnerships and otller' entities that do

· not issue voting securities..·While not
based directly on suggestions: from the'
public comments. the Commission
believes its new proposal is responsive
to the concerns: raised' in those' .
comments..

The Commission.invites interested
persons to submit comments~onthe
nature and scope of the problems'

· described in the Proposed'Statement of
Basis and. Purpose, as well a& (jn' the

the terms used in the act" fB) to exempt requirement that comparable d'at&' be:
additionaJi persons: or transactions fnolDi provided' for the year 1917: 'Fhis' ehange
the act's notificatiion and' waiting pelliod was: made: because totah revenues for

, requiJrements. and fCJ to prescribe such the year'1977mroken,doWn by Standard'
othel rules alll may be necessary and IndustJrlal: Classification 'SIC): codes,
appropriate to· &an:y out the' pUIlposes of became availablee flom the Bureau of the' .
section 7A.. Census.,ne, amendment appeared in the'

On December'1.'5" 1976'1 the Federah Regisf81!' of Mareh 5" 1980, 4'5 FR
Commission issued pDeposed', m1elll ami a 14205\ and was. effective May 3'.,1980.
proposed Notification and Repoll1l Fa:r.Jn The third set of changes was
("the Fol'II!t") te implement the act. This publisl1ed: by the Federal: Trade
proposed ru~m.atiIigwas published in Commissian as' proposed rules changes
the Federa. Regisfer of December'26, in the YederaF Register'of July 29\ 1961,
1976;,411 FR55488:. Beeause: af the' yolume: 40: FR 38nf>'. These' revisiens' were
of public comment, it beeame' clear'to" designed' to' cla'rify and improve' the'
the Commission that some substantial effectiveness of the rules arid ofilie'
revisions would h8lve to, be' made in the' Notification and Report Farm as weH alt
original rules. On Iu);y 25, 19\77. the' to red'uce the burden of ffiing
Commission deteJrminedJ !!hat additional notification. Several commenflt on the'
public comment on the rules would! be proposed changeS' were received! during'
desirable and apPloved revisedJ the comment period. Fi'naE rul'elt, which
proposed rules> and 8t revised JIltoposed· adopted' some' of tFte' suggestions
Notification and Report form. The' received during' tile' comment period but
revised rules and Form' weJle published, which were substantially the' sl'tme' as'
in the Federal Register of August:!.. 1971;, the proposed rules, were publislied in
42 FR 39040. Additional changes in the the Federal Register of July' 29.1983', 48
revised rules and Fol'l1ll were' made a,fter FR 344'27. and became effective on
the close' of the Gommen' period. The . August 29, 1983'. The' fourth ch:ange;
Commission fin!maHy promulgated the replacing. the requirement to provide' .
finaL roles and FOEm, and issued an 1977 revenue'data wfth a requirement to
accompanying; Statement of BasiS' and provide 1982' data on the Form. waS'
Purpose on J,l\ly 1l')~. 1978.'Fhe Assistant published' in the Federal Register of
Attorney General, gave: his format ,Marcn 28; 1986, 51 FR t0366. .
concurrence- on Jwy 18.1978., 'Jihe final . In addition. the Notification and
rules, and FOrml and the: Statement of 'Report Form. found in 16 CPR 803'
Basis, and Purpose were published fn. the (Appendix), has undergone minor

. Federal Register of July 31,,1978; 43 FR . revisions on two. other occasions. The
33451. and became: effective"on . new versions were approved by the
September 5.1978. .' . Office ofManagemimt and Budget on...

The roles are divided 1D.tOI tliree parte. December 29,.1981~and Pebruary 23, .
which appeap'at 16'CPR. Parts 8Ot..802. 1983, respeetively., Most. recently. the..
and 803. Part 801 define91 BJ number of. information collection requirements of
the terms: used In the' act and rules,. and the Notification and, Report Form. were.
explains which acquisitfuns' are subject appraved by the Office. of Management
to the reporting and waiting period and Budget on September 301,1985, for a
requirements. Pan 802 £ontainll' 0; period of three' years.

, number of exemptions! from these: The. fifth set of changes to, the: mles> .
requirements.. Part 803· explains< the' and the Notification and:,Report Form

. procedures. for complying with ~e act. was published by.the Federal Trade:
The Notification and RepQrt Form" Commission as proposed: rule changes in
which is· completed- by persons required the Federal Register' of September24.
to file notification, is an apperu:lix to 1985, 50 FR 38742. Those thirteen
Part 803 of the rules. proposed revisions were designed: to·

,Changes of a substantive nature have' reducO' the cost tl} the public of
been made: in the' premeuger'notification complying with the mles' and tOJ improve-
rules, or Form on five occasions· sincee '. ':the program's effectiveness. Numerous
they were first promulgated. The: first ' comments were received on the thirteen
was an increas~in. the,minimum dollar' • proposals. 'Fbe Commission decided,to
value exemption. contained in 1802.20,of adopt nine of the proposals.(one in
the rules. 'Fbill' amendment was, significantly modified form), to reject
proposed. in the Federal Register of one propolJat fol" budgetary reasons. and,
August 10. 1979, 44 FR47099,_ and was: to defer action on the! other tliree~ 'Fhe' -
plJblished in final form in the Federal, proposal· to require leporting'by owners
Register of ~oYemPerZ1.,1979'.44 FR.. ",. of "acquisition ve)1ic::les~' (Proposal 1 of
80781. The second amendment replaced' the 'Septmnber 24', 1985, proposed
the requitemenf that certain revenu~. ·. ...amendmentJl);: the: proposed exemption
data for the year.19~2 be.provided in, the:' of certain asset acquisitions, including
Notification and Report Form with a· the acquisitions of current supplies. new
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appropriateness of the proposed
amendments to the rules as solutions to
those problems.

.The Commission also invites
responses to the following specific
questions:

1. Does the partnership control .
proposal sufficiently decrease the'
possibility that a competitively
significant transaction might occur
without being reportable under the
premerger notification program?

2. The American Bar Association
("ABA"), in its comments on the
"acquisition vehicle" rules, proposed to
amend the definition of control in a
manner similar to the partnership
control approach. The ABA suggested
that the rules include an altemative
definition of controi that would apply to
all acquiring persons that do not '
otherwise .meet the act's sectj,on 1A(a)(2}
size-of·person test. With respect to such
persons. control would be ascribed to . .
that "owner" holding the largest interest
in the acquiring person equaUo or
greate~~n,25percent, regardless.9f
whether such person was otherwise
exempt from reporting. The percentage
ownership interest would be determined
in accordance with the method prqposed
by the Commission in the ·'acquisition
vehicle" rules and retained in the .
partnership control rule. Is the ABA
proposal. or some other variant, a
preferable altemative to the partnership
control rule? .

3. What 81'e the costs and benefits of
the partnership controlproposalT

4. What are the costs and benefits of
the ABA proposal?

PrOposed Statement of Basis and
Purpose for the Commission'. Revised.
Premerger Notification Rules

Section 801.l(b) Control

Having considered the comments
received concerning the proposed
"acquisition vehicle" rules .published on .
September 24. 1985.50 FR 3674Z,the '
Commission has decided to propose a
different and less inclusive regulation. It
appears that the "acquisilion vehicle'"
approach would have required filings in
connection with numerous competitively
insignificant transactions, .such as
management buyouts. Since the
Commission is not aware of any
transaction to date that violated the
antitrust laws but was not reported
under thepremerger notification
program because the acquisition vehicle
was not a controlled entity, it seems
inappropriate to employ an.approach'
that is likely to require notifications for
a host of competitively insignificant ..
transactions.

The Commission remains concerned,
however, about the possibility under the
existing rules that an anticompetitive
transaction might occur without being
reported under the premerger
notification program. For example, there
have been a number·of unreportable
transactions involving firms in'the same
industry. The Commission therefore
proposes to expand the definition of
"control" for purposes of the rules. This
change, together with § 801.90 (which
provides that the use of any particular

. acquisition vehicle "for the purpose of '.
avoiding the obligation to comply with
the requirements of the act shall be
disregarded. and the obligation to
comply shall he detemiined by applying
the act . . . to the substance of the
transaction") should insure that
competitively significant transactions 'of
this type will be reported under the .
premerger notification program. If,
however, the proppsed rule becomes
effective and unreportable acquisitions
raising competitive concemsoccur. the
Commission will promptly consider
returning to the approach underlying its .
previously proposed "acquisilion
vehicle"rules.. .

The Commission is proposing 'a rule .
that wotild:expand the definition of, ,.
control to include persons owniiJ.g50
percent or more of partnerships or other
entities that do not issue voting .
securities. They would be .required to
report acquisitions by the entities they
own, just as persons must currently
report acquisitions by corporations if
they own 50 percent or more of the·
outstanding voting securities of those
corporations. Unlike the previously

.proposed "acquisition vehi~le" rules.
this proposal would not require minority .
owners to report acquisitions. .

The Commission is also proposing to
change the existing altemative
defmition of control, which is based on
the contractual power to designate
members of an entity's board of
directors oranlilogous 'body. The
proposed change-from the power to
designate a majority to the power to
designate 50 percent-will result in a
uniform 50 percent criterion for all three
definitions of control in the rule.

Before discussing the operation ohhe
proposedparlnership ~ontrol rule, it

, should be helpful to examine some of
the considerations that led the
Commission to move from an
"acquisition'vehicle" approach to the
new"control of partnership'~approach.
First, the drafting ·of an acquisition
vehicle rule has certain inherent
-problems.'fhatapproach tends to be
oV.erinclusive and, at least arguably,
might not deter a person determined to, .
avoid the notification obligation: , .

Second, further examination of the kinds
of potentially significant acquisitions
that are not reported under the current
rules indicates they lire likely to be
acquisitions by partnerships dominated
by one person. While unreported
takeovers by corporations and other
business entities in which ownership is
fragmented are theoretically possible,
they do not,yet appear to have been
sources of competitive problems.
Accordingly, because it is possible to
draft a less complex rule that would
make acquisitions by persons who
control partnerships reportable. the
Commission has decided itis more
appropriate to determine whether
existing underreporting problems cun be
adequately addressed by adopting this
more limited approach. .

Problems With the Acquisition Vehicle
Approach

The overinclusiveness of the
acquisition vehicle approach is qerived
from its structure. It disregards. for
.purposes of determining reporting
obligaiions,the existence ofthe .
acqUiring entity. Thus. that approach
could require a notification from every
perspn who, 'through its holdings. of .
voting securities in an acquisition .
vehicle, was deemed to be acquiring
more than a $15 millon interest in a
target. With the recent proliferation of
large lever!lg~d management buyouts.
this approach would likely have
generated a large number of filings
concerning lransacUons that have little
or no competitive significance.

Leveraged buyouts are commonly
made by shell corporations formed for
the purpose of making the acquisition.
As the Commission stated today in this
Federal Register in the statement of
basis and purpose describing § 801.11(e].
shell corporations "typically have had
no sales and frequently have no assets
other than the cash.or loans used to
make the acquisition. Thus. when they
are not controlled by any other entity, '
the acquiring.person.has no competitive
presence. In such instances the
acquisition does not combine businesses
but merely changes the ownership of a
single ongoing business; it therefore
cannot reduce competition. Accordingly.
the Commission has concluded that no .
purpose is served by requiring such
acquisitions to be reported:' Similarly.
because management buyouts usually
do not combine ,businesses, no purpose
is served by requiring such transactions
to be reported, 8S would an acquisition '
vehicle ·rule. .

Ofcourse,'.an acquisition vehicle
(whether heavily leveraged or not] might
include among its owners'competitors or
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potential competitors of the acquired balance sheet not include. in
, entity. In such jnstances there would be determining its size. any assets J}lat are

a reason to require reporting., ,contributed to the entity for the purpose
Unfortunately. it is difficult to formulate of making an acquisition. Thus. for
a criterion that would exempt ' example, if a partnership is formed to

, competitively insignificant groups but buy a $1 billion company and the
would not also exempt competitively partners contribute $1 bUlion in cash,
signi~cant groups. As a result, there is a the acquisition of the company by the
strong tendency in the acquisition partnership is not reportable. The
vehicle approach. exacerbated'by the partnership does not meet the $10
growing popularity of mamigemimt million minimum size criterion of section
buyouts"to require a substantial numb,er, 7A(a)(2) of the act because § 801.11(e)
of,unnecessaryadditional fili,ng!!. , directs the partnership not to count the '

The proposed"acquisition vehicle" $1 billion that will be used to,pay for the
,rules sought tp solve und~rrepQrting ,acquisition. The informal interpretation
problems fOf both known and', deems the acquisition to have been
theoretically possible means of avoiding made by the partnership itself. which
the oblig!1tions,of the act. The has no other assets. rather than its
comprehensive scope of those proposed partners. who may well have other
rules is; in part; responsibhdor the assets.
substa~tial problemsof' Of course. if the partnership were
overinclusiveness and enforceaoility. employed in the acquisition "for the
The Commission noW believes it is more purpose of avoiding the obligations to
appropriate initially to direct its comply wi~h the requirements of the
rulemaking at persons who make act," its existence would be disregarded
acquisitions through partnerships they ano the obligations of,the act would be
dominate. Until now, the most determined by applying the act and th~

significant unreported transactions ot' rules to the substance of the transaction.
which the Commission is aware were all ' 16 CPR 801.90. For example. some '
acquisitioris' by partnerships that were persons mightbe tempted to make an
dominated by one person. Consequently, acquisition through a partnership for the
the Commission believes it need not ' purpose of delaying their premerger

'require any reporting by 'minority notifications to the antitrust agencies
. shareholders of corporate acquisition until they were required by the Federal

vehicles. . ' 'securities laws to announce their
, Should the Commission find acquisition publicly. If a partnership
persuasive evidence that this form of were used for the purpose of delaying or
transaction' appears to be omitting from . avoiding reporting: § 801.90 would
the premerger notification' system attribute the acquisitions to the partners
competitivelY,significant transactions. it individually. They would be required to
would reexamine the acquisition vehicle comply with the obligations of the act
approach. ", personally prior to consummating the
Control of PartnerShips arid Otber transaction.
'Entities That Hlive Not Issued Voting The Commission now proposes to
Securities ' require partners. rather than

partnerships. ,to report ~ransactions in
There have been widely, publicized, certain other circumstances. It proposes

instances in which acquis~tions were to accomplish this result by amending
structured tO,be made by partnerships the rule defining control. § 801.1(b), to
rather than corporations. an,d were not. provide' that a partnership or other

'., reported under,the act. evim though the ..unincorporated entity will be deemed to
partnerships were owned and operated be controlled by any person who owns
pri.ncipally by one person.'and that 50 percent or more of the entity. Thus. a
person was a competitor of the acquired partner who met the statutory $10
person. That result is inconsistent with million minimum size criterion and' .
the treatment of corporations that are 'owned 50 percent or lJlore of the
dominated by one person..and ,with the partnership would be required to report
,objectives of the act and.the rules. ~cquisitions made by the partnership.

Acquisitions by partnerships can The rule would be analogous to the
avoid premerger review as a resul,t of circumstances in which a corporation is
two principles 9f premerger reporting: deemed to be controlled by one or more
,one. a formal rqle for calculating assets of its shareholders. It ~ould thereby
of an.entity, 16 CPR 801.11(0),. and the abolish the overly general presumption
other, a Premerger Notification Office . that partnerships are always
informal interpretation that a independent entities.
partnership is its own "ultimate parent" , This change would mean, in the
entity" (that is, a partne~s!tip is, n9t, example of the acquisition of the $1
controlled by its par:tners). Section billion ,company discussed above. the

.. 801.11(e) directs that an.enl~lY wHhout ~ : . transaction could be reportable if one of,

the partners was entitled to fifty percent
or more of the firm's profits (or. upon '
dissolution. of its assets). and that
partner's total assets or net annual sales
were $10 million or more. That
controlling partner, or its parent. would
become the "ultimate parent entity" ..
pursuant to § 801.1(a)(3). It would
therefore be deemed to pe the person

,making the acquisition.'
This proposed attribution of control to

persons owning such large economic
interests in entities that do nof'issue
voting securities seems to be a more
appropriate way to apply the premerger
notification procedures. As matters
currently stand. for example, aperson

'can make a'purchase through a Ii~ted
partnership in which it is the general

, partner and ,95 percent beneficial owner.
If, pursuant to, § ·801.11(e). the "
partnership does not meet the size-of
person criteria of section 7A(a)(2), and
the partnership was not created for the
purpose of avoiding compliance with the
act. the transaction would not be
reportable because the partnership is
deemed to be its own ultimate parent
entity. It seems more appropriate for
such transactions to be reportable by

. any person that dominates the acquiring
entity. That is what the proposed rule
seeks to do.

10 the past, the Premerger Notification
Office has not deemed partnerships to
be controlled. Section 801.1(b) provides.
in part, that control exists if one person
can "designate a majority of the .
directors of a corporation, or in the case
of unincorporated entities, of individuals
exercising similar functions:' The
Commission staff has declined to equate
partners with "individuals exercising
similar functions" to "directors of a
corporation:' This interpretation was
adopted princip,..lIy beeaus, the . .
variable structure of partnerships made
it too difficult to specify an objective set
of criteria by which to attribute control..
For example. partnerships caD provide
for equal operating authority for all
partners or can restrict those rights in
any of a number of ways. However. in
formulating the acquisition vehicle
proposal, the Commission developed the
concept of attributing control of
unincorporated entities on the basis of
beneficial interests. See, for example,
proposed § 801.5(b)(2), 50 PR 38748.
While not perfect. this concept. which
relies on the entitlement to profits or to
assets in the event of dissolution. seems
an adequate indicator of control where
one person has a right to 50 percent or
more of the profits or is entitled to 50

, 'percent or more of the assets upon
dissolution. At the very least, it seems '
unlikely that such an entity would be
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permitted to continue its existence if it
operated 'in any way that was adverse
to the wishes of the 50 percent owner...
Consequently, quite apart from any
concern about intentional avoidance of
the act's obligations, the Commission
considers this proposal to be an
appropriate supplement to its existing
definition of control.

The 50 percent beneficial ownership
requirement would parallel in important
respects the treatment of corporations
under the existing control rule. Although
effective or working control of a
corporation can exist as a practical
matter with a smaller percentage of
shares, § 801.1[b) deems a corporation
to b~acontrolledentityonly if one
person owns "50 percent.or more of the .
outstanding voting securities" or has a
right "presenOy to designate a majority
of the board cf directors." While this 50
percen\ requirement understates actual
control of many corporations, the rule is
clear and easily determinable. It is also
arguably overinclusive because one
corporation with two 50 percent owners
is deemed to have two ultimate parent
entities. Nevertheless, this arguable .
overinclusiveness correctly reflects the
joint control that generally exists in such,
circumstances. In the Commission's
experience, this requirement that both
controlling entities file has not
prevented persons from fulfilling the
premefger notification requirements.

The 50 percent ownership criterion
would serve similar functions for
deten:nining control of unincorporated
en~~ties. ft.would be an objective and
predictabl~standard. Moreover, the
degr~~ of ownership should be sufficient
to assure in almost all instances that the
entities'and those deemed to be ,
controlling owners will act in concert to
comply with the act's obligations.

In formulating the 50 percent
ownersllip criterion. consideration was
given to whether other indicators ·of
control should be included. For example,
the Commission might have proposed
treating the sole general partner of a
limited partnership as controlling the .
partnership. While the Commission did
not doubt its authority to attribute
control on this and on other criteria, the
Commission declined to utilize that
authority at this time because it might
require many unnecessary filings. For
example, limited partnerships with sole
general.partners are common entities
whose/investments often have little
competitive significance. Moreover,'if a
rule required sole general partners to file
notifications. so~e might attempt to
avoid it by appointing a slicond or third
general partner. At present, a rule .
requiring all general partners to.·file

seems unnecessary and therefore unduly'
burdensome, but the Commission
reserves the option of promulgating such,
a rule should underreporting of .
significant acquisitions occur under the
currently proposed rule.

Finally, some consideration was given
to adopting'a rule that would attribute
assets of unincorporated. entities to all
owners, even if they held only a
minority interest. This would have been
similar to the coverage 'of the previously
proposed acquisition vehicle rule. The
Commission does not feel such a
proposal is warranted at this time. In the
Commission's.experience, partnership
vehicles that had any potential for.
.anticompetitive consequences have
been dominated by a single person or by
two persons holding equal rights.
Accordingly, .theCommission believes it
is sufficiental:present to·extend the .'
scope of the premerger notification
program to an unincorporated entity
only ifat least .oneperson is entitled to .
either 50 percent of its profits or, upon
dissolution, of,itsassets. However.,
should compeiitively' significant

. transactions escape' reporting
.obligations under the proposed new rule
because nO.person controlled the, .
partnerships undertaking those
acquisitions. the Commission would
reconsider the acquisition vehicle.
approach. .

Changing the Majority·Control Criterion

Under the existing rules, an entity is
deemed controlled by a person that has
a contractual power to designate a
majority cf the entity's 'board of
directors. Both the current and the
proposed rules reflect the Commission's
belief that such a, person should be '
deemed by the rules to control the entity
whether or not that entity also Is
deemed to be controlled according to
other criteria. Thus. a single entity may
be deemed controlled by one person
that holds 50 percent of the outstanding
voting securities of the entity and also
by another person who has a
contractual right to appoint a majority of
that entity's board ofdirectors (or of
individuals exercising similar functions).
The Commission has concluded.
however, that no purpose is served and
some confusion has;been generated by
inferring control of a board ofdirectors
only when one person may appoint more
than 50 percent of the directors. It
therefore proposes to revise this

. criterion to·.parallel the other control'
concepts based on 50 percent· .
ownership. Under this proposed
amendment, an entity would be deemed
to be controlled by a person with the
right to appoint as few as 50.percent of-

. the entitY'll director8~ . .

The basis 'of this decision is illustrated
by the' following example. Consider a
nonprofit joint venture corporation
created by two persons that is not
subject to proposed § 801.1{b}(1}
because it does not issue voting
securities, it will not distribute, profits
and it would disburse assets widely in
the event of dissolution. If the power to
appoint directors of this venture is split
evenly between the two persons forming
the entity. such an entity can be deemed
controlled solely as a result of the
contractual right to appoint directors..
There is no reason to treat the control of
this corporation differently from a
corporation in which the voting shares
are split evenly. Both rights are likely to
resultiri an 'evenly divided board of
directors. Accordingly, the proposed rule
.would deem an entity to be controlled
by a person that had a cont...actual right
to appoint half or more of the "directors
of a corporation, or.in the,case of.
unincorporated entities, of individuals
exercising similar functions." .

As noted Jnthe discussion above, the
Commission has experienced no .
problems administering its '~50 percent.
or more of the outstanding voting
securities"criterion. ~ven though that'
req.uires in appropriate circumstances .
more than one person to .fiIe. as the
ultimate parent entity of a single issuer•.
all persons required to file have been
ableto:supply..the informatiol) required.
This experience appears to confirm the
Commission's premise that if one person
owns 50 percent of an entity it is .at least
in joint control of the entity. In the case .
of a person controlling 50 percent of a
board of directors (or individuals
exercising similar functions), it is even
clearer that the entity cannot act
without that person's assent. The
Commission therefore proposes to infer.
control if a person has the contractual'

. right to appoint 50 percent or more·of
the board of directors [or of individuals
exercising similar functions).

This proposal' would modify a
Commission staff informal interpretation
of § 801.1[b). Currently. the Premerger
Notification Office deems a corporation
controlled if a person can designate a
majority of the board as a result of both
holding voting securities and having a
contractual power to designate

. directors, In other words. in determining
whether an eritity'is controlled pursuant
to § 801:1[b)[2), the staff adds directors .
elected to the board as a result of
holding voting securities to directors
designated asa result,'of acontractual
power. Under the proposed .
amendments, the staff would deem the
entity controlled by a 'person who, as a .
result of such combined rights; had the

t'
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. (b) Control. The term "control" (as
used in the terms "control(s)."
"controlling:' "controlled by" and
"under common control with") means....:

(1- Either .
.... (i) [(1)] Holding 50 percent or

more of the outstanding voting securities
of an issuer [;] ......... or

....(il) In the case of an entity that has
no outsfanding voting securities. having
the right to 50 percent or more of the
profits of the entity. or, having the right
in the event of dissolution to 50 percent
or more of the assets of the entity; or....

(2) Having the contractual power
presently to designate [a majority]
....50 percent or more.... of the directors
of a corporation, or in the case of.
unincorporated entities. of individuals
exercising similar functions.

Example ..s... : ..1.......
..Z. A statutorY limited partnership

agreement provides as follows: The general
partner "A" Is entitled to 50 percent of the
partnership profits. "8" is entitled to 40
percent of the profits and "C" is entitled to 10

include the value of all of B's assets in
determining A's total assets."A" must
include all of B's assets to determine
whether it meets the minimum size
criteria of section 7A(a)(2) of the act,
even though "A" does not have a right to
Ute other 50 percent of B's profits or
assets:Furthermore. if B is entitled to 50
percent of the profits of partnership C.
"A" will be deemed to control C also
and also must include all the assets of C
in determining the size of ..J!t....
List of Subjects in 16 eFR Part 601

Antitrust. Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements.

The Commission proposes to amend
Title 16. Chapter I, Subchapter H. the
code of Federal Regulations as follows:

Accordingly the Commission proposes
the amendments set out below.

1. The authority for Part 801 continues
to read as follows:

Authority: Sec. 7A(d) of the Clayton Act. 15
U.s.C. 18a(d). as added by sec. 201 of the
Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements
Act of 1976, Pub. L. 94-435, 90 Stat. 1390.

2. The Commission proposes to amend
§ 801.1 by revising the introductory text
of paragraph (b), paragraphs (b) (1) and
(2) and by designating the existing
example as example (I), and adding
new examples (2) through (4), as set
forth below. New language is indicated
by arrows: (....new language....). Deleted
language is indicated by brackets:
([deleted language]).

PART 801-COVERAGE RULES

§ 801.1 Definitions.

power to designate 50 percent or more of theoretically possible'that as many'as
the directors. six persoqs could be deemed to control

one entity:However. it would be
. Operation of the Proposed Rule extraordinary for an entity to allocate

The Commission proposes to amend those incidents of ownership in such
, its rul~s by adding to the definition of different percentages.

the term "control" in § 8OU(b). The As described above. proposed
amendment. proposed new paragraph (b)(1)(ii) is intended'to apply
§ 801.1{b}(1){ii), would deem an entity to only in circumstances in which
be controlled by a person entitled to 50 paragraph (b)(1)(i) does not apply. that
percent or more of the entity's profits, or is. it applies only to entities that have
by a person entitled, upon dissolution. to not issued voting securities. Typically.
50 percent or more of the entity's assets. this means paragraph (b)(1)(i) will apply
The amendment would not apply if the to corporations and proposed paragraph
entity had outstanding voting securities.. (b)(1)(ii) will apply to non-corporate
The amendment thus creates two entities. It should be noted. however,
systems for determining control: one for that some corporations (for example.
entities that issue voting securities. and entities incorporated under not-for-profit
another for all other entities. . statutes that do not issue voting .

These non-overlapping rules for securities) would be subject to proposed
determbiiilg control are each paragraph (b)(1)(ii). Similarly. some
supplemented by the alternate- unincorporated entities (for example.
contractual power to designate-control joint stock companies) issue voting
concept. In other words. proposed. securities. For them. control would
§ 60U(b)(1) would not deem an entity continue to be determined by paragraph
to be controlled both under'paragraph (b){1)(i).
(b)(1)(i) by a person that'holds 50 For purposes of these rules. the fact
percent of the voting securities issued by that an entity issues securities that have
the entity and under proposed some voting rights is .not sufficient to
paragraph (b)(1)(ii) by another person deem them voting securities. Limited
that has a right to 50 percent of the partnerships commonly issue
entity's prQfits. Because the entity had certificates subject to the Securities Act
issued yoting securities. proposed of 1933 to limited partners. These
paragraph (b)(1)(ii) would not apply; partnership shares may be transferable
thus the entity would not be controlled and may entitle their holders to vote on
on the basis of a right to profits or to a variety of matters. but typically the
assets upon dissolution. In contrast. entities would not be subject to ,
under proposed·paragraph (b)(2) the paragraph (b)(1)(i). The definition of
entity deemed controlled under (b)(1)(i) "voting security" in § 801.1(£)(1) states
as a result of voting securities held by the holder of the security must be
'one person would be deemed also entitled "to vote for the election of
controlled under proposed paragraph directors of the issuer. or with respect to
(b)(2) by another person that had a unincorporated entities. individuals
contractual right to appoint 50 percent exercising similar functions," Because
or more of the entity's board 1)f most unincorporated entities do not
directors. have bodies analogous to boards of

Simill!-r1y. an entity that was deemed directors or do not elect the membership
controlled under proposed paragraph of such bodies. the securities are not
(b)(l)(ii). because a person had a right to "voting securities" within the meaning
50 percent of its profits or assets. would of the rules.
also be deemed controlled under The rights to profits and to assets.
proposed (bJ(2) if another person'had upon dissolution. descriped in proposed
the right to appoint at least 50 percent of paragraph (b)(1)(ii) are ownership rights
that entity's board of directors (or and not creditor rights. Thus, the right to
analogous body). This overlap would be· assets, upon dissolution. means after all
quite rare. h.owever. As explained ~ debt obligations have been satisfied.

,above. the Commission staff has not The right to profits would be calculated
deemed partnerships to possess after payment"of any royalty, franchise
"individuals exercising similar ·fee or other expense based on income.
functions" to directors; therefore. As is the case with other control
proposed paragraph (b)(2) will apply provisions, a'person deemed to control
only to other entities that do not issue an entity under proposed paragraph
voting securities. (b)(1)(ii) is attributed all the assets of

In addition, the 50 percent or more the controlled entity. See § 801.1(c)(6).
criteria in paragraph (b)(1)(i). proposed Thus if "A" controls pursuant to,
paragraph (b)(1)(ii) and proposed proposed paragraph (b)(1J(ii) a
paragraph (b)(2) means that under each partnership B (because "A" is entitled to
paragraph two persons can be deemed 50 percent of B's profits. or 50 percent of
to control an entity. It is, thus, B's assets upon dissolution). "A" must

* * * * *
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percent of the profits. ,Upon dissolution, "B"
is entitled. to 75 percent of the partnership
assets and "C" is entitled to 25 percent of
those assets. All limited and general partners
are entitled to vote on the following matters:
the dissolution of the partnership. the transfer
of assets not in the ordinary course of
business. any change in the nature of the
business and the removal of the general
partner. The interest of each partner is
evidenced by an ownership cllr:tificate that is
transferable under the terms of the
partnership agreement and is subject to the
Securities Act of 1933. For purposes of these
rules. control of this partnership is
determined by paragraph (b)(1)(ii) of this
section. Although partnerspip interests may
be securities and have some voting rights
attached to them. they do not entitle the
owner of that interest to vote for a corporate
"director" or "an individual exercising
similar functions" as required by § 801.1
(0(1), and thus are not subject to either
paragraph (b) (1)(i) or (2) of this section.

Consequently. "A" is deemed to control the
partnership because of its right to 50 percent
of the partnership's profits. "B" is also
deemed to control the partnership because it
is entitled to 75 percent of the partnership's
assets upon dissolution.

3. "A" is a nonprofit charitable foundation
that enters into a partnership joint venture
with "B", a nonprofit university, to establish
C, a nonprofit hospital corporation that does
not issue voting securities. Pursuant to its
charter all surplus revenue from the hospital
hi excess of expenses and necessary capital
investments is to be disbursed evenly to "A"
and "B". In the event of dissolution of the
hospital corporation, the assets of the
hospital are to be contributed to a local
charitable medical facility then in need of
financial assistance. Notwithstanding the
hospital's designation of its disbursement
funds as surplus rather than profits to
maintain its charitable image....A.. and "B"
would each be deemed to control C, pursuant
to § 801.1(b)(1)(ii), because each is entitled to

50 percent of the excess of the hospital's
revenues over expenditures.

4. "A" is entitled to 50 percent of the profits
of partnership Band 50 percent of the profits
of partnership C. Band C form a partnership
E with "D" in which each entity has a right to
one-third of the profits. When E acquires
company X, "A" must report the transaction
(assuming it is otherwise reportable).
Pursuant to § 801.1(b)(1)(ii). E Is deemed to be
controlled by "A", even though A ultimately
will receive only one-third of E's profits.
Because Band C are considered as part of
"A", the rules attribufe all profits to which B
and C are entitled (two thirdsofE's profits in
this example) to ..A:· ...

By direction of the Commission: . .

Emily H. Rock,
Secretary.
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